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01. INTRODUCTION
EDUCATIONAL
PROGRAMME
This programme has started within the
European project “Culture,
Occupation, Mobility, Europe:
Operation Network” (COME:ON!).
It has been designed to test the
possibilities of an educational
programme on cultural productions in
different cities and aims to demonstrate
through practice that young people are
the driving force behind urban renewal
and transformation. Their creativity
makes it possible to mobilize
communities, youth associations,
cultural actors, with a view to
transforming living territories based on
uses, in particular by encouraging
approaches to political creativity and
social architecture.

Come:on! logo realized
by Caleb La Ruina

This programme is a space for
experimenting with new forms of
production, comparing different
cultural models and exchanging good
practices on youth cultural policies.

Site: https://comeon.network/
IG page: https://www.instagram.com/comeon_network/

OBJECTIVES
The initial objectives, which envisaged the creation of a network
of festivals based on young cultural productions, have undergone
several changes over the last year due to the Covid-19 emergency.
The remodeling of the cultural activities linked to the program
aims to provide tools for the new generations to orient themselves
in the sector of cultural productions through aspects related to
cultural production: politics strategy, financial model,
communication, technical aspects, cultural management and
music booking.

PEDAGOGICAL TOOLS
► Transmission of artistic skills on interventions in public spaces
► Workshop for the construction of cultural future and possible
scenarios
► Basic audiovisual tools for the creation of a mini doc on the
state of culture during the pandemic
► Ethnographic research on the territory on the themes of
cultural productions
► Sharing for case studies and development of interviews with
actors of the cultural scenario of the territory
► Graphic design and audiovisual dissemination tools
► Communication and social contents
► Project management and digital marketing strategy through
focus group

OUR NETWORKS

Sapass project started from the need of creating a cultural space
where young people would be able to express themselves
artistically and socially. This goal was achieved during the
summer of 2019 in Rennes, where young people from Bologna,
Manchester and Rennes came together to create the SapHouse, a
temporary occupation that welcomed artists and provided them
with different tools. Beside the artistic workshops that were
made, the house was a place enriched by a strong sense of
community and different cultural backgrounds. Daily tasks such
as sharing meals, cleaning and tidying up; developed a strong
sense of belonging within the space. Thanks to this cohabitation,
the participants were able to learn and live new realities.

'Support for Artistic Paths in Autonomy and Social Involvement'
Site: https://sapass.eu/

BAUM festival is a concept festival organized by baumhaus,
which takes place in different places in the city of Bologna.
It aims to weave cultural networks with those who live and
frequent the neighborhood and the city, through the temporary
transformation of urban spaces.
BAUM offers a cultural festival through a sophisticated,
contemporary and transversal proposal to different artistic
languages: live music, performing arts, exhibitions, workshops
and in-depth meetings.

Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/BAUMbolo/

SMK Videofactory is an independent audiovisual production
house, born from a collective project involving various
professionals in the sector. We specialize in the creation of
documentaries, complex multimedia formats and video tools for
social communication. We believe in education in the conscious use
of the media and in the need to reinvent self-productive and selfdistributing practices.
Site: https://www.smkvideofactory.com/

Remodel Manchester Creative Collective
We are a creative collective, together we want to help REmodel
the way that culture in Manchester is seen and accessed, in the
hope that young people feel they can be creative in their city.
Site: http://remodelmcr.co.uk/

RESET is a non-governmental non-profit organization focused
on empowering young people.
We provide educational opportunities such as conferences,
workshops, summer camps and any other project that can
empower its participants and improve the life of its community
members. We believe that with the right skills and mindset,
young people can have a positive, meaningful and lasting impact
on their community.
Our actions focus on three key areas:
Personal skills development
Self-assessment, personal values and goals
Soft skills training sessions (public speaking, project
management, communication, train the trainer)
On-demand workshops for educational institutions or other
NGOs
International and multicultural exposure
Partnerships with other European NGOs
Erasmus+ projects
Mobilities and intercultural exchanges
Well-being
Nutrition and eating habits
Psychological well-being
Cultural and sportive activities

02. THE DAY AFTER TOMORROW

COME:ONLINE!
The lockdown in Europe has been affecting our lives and our
collective activities, especially concerning COME:ON! system.
As it is still impossible to organize face-to-face exchanges, we
organize an online event, on July 3rd and 4th 2020. It’s been a
great opportunity to share our practices and to continue to
develop our beautiful community!
Our proposition is really simple: we want to share and to create
common ideas about our engagements.
Our online Zoom exchanges were focused on empowerment,
culture and creativity and temporary occupation because our
organizations are involved on these topics. All of the planned
sessions are a way to develop content (on video, pictures, writing,
audio format) shared with all the participants and the community
we want to address. For the participants from Bologna, Rennes
and Riga, local events were organized too during the two days in
addition to the online parts of the program.

‘WILD YARD’ A PUBLIC ART
INTERVENTION
The public art intervention carried out on the baumhaus terrace
developed in June 2020 with a work that brought together
different languages: graphics, craftsmanship and environmental
sustainability. This activity included a decoration intervention on
the floor of the terrace and a decoration intervention with the
public green.

DOCUMENTARY ON CULTURE
To know the past, understand the present and be able to orient
oneself in the future: this is the foundation which the production
of “Perspectives on culture & the reinvention of the future” is
based on. The mini doc - curated by SMK Videofactory – was
created to stimulate a debate during the meeting online about the
reaction to the covid crises of different protagonists of the
cultural life in Bologna.
After the experimentation imposed by the months of lockdown,
culture, in its organizational, creative and economic complexity,
is changing its forms and contexts, moving more and more often
on platforms or generally adopting digital solutions.
Online exhibitions, streaming for cinema, listening to music
online are not a novelty of these months, but have integrated a
cultural system already undergoing transformation, suddenly
accelerating a series of difficulties. Certainly what has happened
has put us in front of the need to rethink the moments of sharing
spaces and contexts.
So we decided to interview people working in the cultural field to
understand how they imagine a possible and desirable future for
their work and for the accessibility and enjoyment of culture.
Full Interview: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ieb007VUYKA

The doc collects the experience of:

Marco Pignatiello
Head of Communication and Culture of
Arci Bologna

Marte Bernardi and Mattia Della Casa
Manager and Art Director of
Cinema Galliera

Chiara Ioli and Elena Guidolin
Curator/designer and Social Media
Manager for Collettivo Franco

M.
Visual Artist

Roberto Dalle Donne
Lighting Technician

WORKSHOP BAUM CITY
During July’s online meeting, we held a workshop in order to
design a prototype of the festival of the future.
The concept we came up with, after some brainstorming and
creative activities, is BAUM City - the futuristic (sometimes
utopian) location where the ideal festival takes place.
We summed it all up into a graphic facilitation.

GRAPHIC/VISUAL FACILITATION
In the following months we decided to develop a graphic map /
facilitation to tell through images our idea of 'Event of the future'
and we have made a short video to better explain the concept of
"Festival of the future".
The narrator takes you into a trip to the future, where nature and
urbanism coexist; we thought of three different activities, and
some very smart tools to make the festival experience simpler, all
in the name of sustainability and social inclusion.
Eventually, we decided to take the graphic facilitation to the next
level: we made a short video, in which a narrator explains all the
concepts of the graphic map and takes the spectator into a trip to
the future.

Video: https://drive.google.com/file/d/19U47vLjDBkzkEIzaC4k2WfWL1bQdHME/view?usp=sharing

03. BEST PRACTICES

INTERVIEWS
Last autumn we developed two interviews with cultural realities
working in the Bologna area, to investigate two particular case
studies that had the strength and the strategy to create, during
the most restrictive period of the pandemic, concrete answers to
the realization of cultural projects.

❖ NO HOME- COLLETTIVO FRANCO
The editorial project NO HOME, in collaboration with Piazza
Grande, was born to create awareness about the impact of the
living sphere during the first lockdown (March 2020).
The case study reflects the thoughts and the impact of the
meaning of ‘home’; the idea was to create a project in regards to
the situation we found ourselves living in during the pandemic.
The editorial purpose was to create a puzzle game that illustrates
an “infinite landscape” where each puzzle card was part of a vast
imaginary building that narrowed a story written by homeless
people through a series of Piazza Grande’s writing workshops.
The project was funded by a crowdfunding initiative to cover the
production costs, compensate the artists that had participated and
the remainder of which was donated to Piazza Grande.
Collettivo Franco > Collective of graphic artists,
illustrators, designers, printmakers and designers
dealing with communication and public art

Piazza Grande > Non-profit organization founded in
1993 by homeless people in Bologna

How did the NO HOME project come into being?
The project originated during the first lockdown, roughly March
2020, when we decided to try our hand at something new – an
editorial project.
It was initially meant to help us stay on track and be productive
while locked inside but, as time went on, we began accumulating
various thoughts and reflections related to the lockdown we were
living. This launched a discussion around the idea of creating a
project that might have a concrete impact with regards to the
situation we found ourselves living in; a project that would focus
entirely on the sphere of “inhabiting”, “living”, “dwelling”.

Why did you go with an illustrated card game?
Our choice was inspired by the “infinite landscape” puzzle, a
traditional game made up of 24 cards which can be arranged to
form a particular view. What makes them unique is that they can
be arranged in practically any way and always provide a logical
outcome. So, with this in mind, we created a game in which each
card was part of a vast imaginary building which would be
composed in any way that suited one’s fancy.

Had you ever – either as Checkpoint Charly or Collettivo
Franco – addressed the issue of homelessness?
How did Piazza Grande react to your initiative?
No, even though we had collaborated with Piazza Grande in the
past, this was the first project which focused on homeless citizens
and/or people with no fixed residence.
The guys over at Piazza Grande mainly dealt with the task of
contacting professional writers and gathering texts written by
homeless people through a series of writing workshops which
took place in shelters. We, on the other hand, tackled the task of
contacting illustrators. The idea was to fund the project through
a crowdfunding initiative which would go towards covering the
production costs, compensating the artists that had participated in
the project and the remainder of which would be donated to
Piazza Grande.

Is it possible to consider crowdfunding as a resource during
this historical moment of pandemic? Would you consider
using it again as a method to fund future projects?
We’ll evaluate on a case by case basis. The goal isn’t making
money but rather, being able to communicate and provide a
narrative as to the project and its main objectives.
Even though crowdfunding has really blown up recently, it’s not
appropriate for everything and really depends on the type of
project that’s being put in place.

How has the idea and interpretation of “home” changed
throughout this crisis? In what way is it possible, in a
historical moment so complex, to shine light on the topic of
“living”/”inhabiting” and those that do not have a home?
The theme we went with in the end is, in itself, quite trivial.
The home is everyone’s refuge during this period.
As to the project, we did our best to create something different
that might be stimulating and fun both for us as artists and for
those that would enjoy it. The important aspect was that there be,
beneath the façade of a “game”, a connection to (political)
criticism of the situation that was being lived behind the hashtag
#iorestoacasa (#Istayhome).
The best way to address important problems is through a direct
and entertaining approach; this helps transmit the message in a
much more empathetic way.

With regards to the idea and interpretation of “home”…the
intimacy of our private space is constantly interrupted by online
calls having to do with both work and pleasure. This transforms
our setting, morphing it into a hybrid space – private but also
public. This is an interesting point to touch on seeing as it helps
understand just how fluid, and at times nonexistent, the limits
really are.

I’m convinced that there is no need to feel nostalgic for the time
that we lived before the arrival of the pandemic and that it is
necessary to have the courage to change when particular
conditions present themselves.
All the various instruments that we’ve learned to use – be they
technological or social, such as smart working, the park near our
home or the neighbor that you’ve finally gotten to know –
shouldn’t be lost, but rather improved in the attempt to cure the
cuts and bruises of our social structure.

How is art able to raise social awareness with regards to these
fundamental issues? In your opinion, what changes should be
made to the way in which we observe and interpret both
public and private spaces?
The creation of art is implicitly similar to the scientific method: a
creative exercise in the attempt to find solutions to a certain
problem that one wishes to address. Lateral thinking helps us
interpret reality from a different angle and ask ourselves questions
that might initially seem counterintuitive, just like the NoHome
project – in the face of the obligation to stay at home and the
conviction of doing the right thing we become blind towards
desperation and poverty.
The pragmatism of lateral thinking is to be found in its
development of questions, criticisms, games, suggestions as well
as in its political nature.
Political art is positive, but not when mired down in
preestablished stances as one witnessed in the ‘70s. Political art
must be fluid and careful when it comes to asking the right
questions e should present itself as an interlocutor for those that
make up and live within society.
As far as public spaces go, I believe that they should be ever more
capillary, intimate and close to those that enjoy and benefit from
them; capillary but interconnected so as to create a network that
facilitates the full expression of the individual and doesn’t repress
him, as though fenced in.

❖ MUSIC INDUSTRY - PANICO CONCERTI
The interview with Panico Concerti helped us to understand the
development of the musical and entertainment environment
during the pandemic period and, thanks to Damiano Miceli,
Panico booking manager, we understood how over time a
network of solidarity has been created and how everyone has
constantly remodeled and rethought his work

Panico Concerti > Italian booking agency that works
widely in the music sector, organizing tours, concerts
and producing events for Italian and international artists

What is Panico Concerti? What is your role within Panico?
Panico Concerti originated as a concert booking agency so we’re
talking about tour arrangements in Italy and sometimes overseas.
More recently we’ve been broadening into fields such as op-ed,
artist management, consultation and events.
I myself manage different aspects within Panico, but my main
responsibility is tied to tour and concert production. During the
pandemic I also began getting more involved in discography as a
way of promoting artists as well as the store and online sales.

How has your work been transformed and in what way has it
been possible to promote new productions within the
booking sphere during this last year?
Last summer, my job was mainly that of trying to adapt concerts’
format so that they might be in compliance with social distancing
regulations.
However, I’ve become project manager seeing as we’ve returned
to a state of semi-lockdown in which it’s impossible to set up
concerts. With regards to online promotion…initially our job
didn’t change that much. We only started concentrating on this
aspect later on when we incorporated the label Trovarobato into
Panico Concerti.

In what way and with what means did you as Panico
Concerti act together with single artists in order to maintain
the community?
Many of our artists preferred to not ride the wave of
livestreaming, unlike others who were more inclined to share and
engage with their audience. Rares, a young 23-year-old artist,
released his first record shortly before the lockdown and was
obliged by the circumstances to promote his record online after
his tour had been canceled.
At a community level, we didn’t have to invent suitable online
strategies because we had releases set up for both shortly before
and immediately after the lockdown. Those that wanted to put
themselves out there did so last summer by reinventing themselves
completely just to have the opportunity to perform in really any
circumstances.

Were there any resources put in place by the institutions?
Did you see a network of solidarity created with regards to
music?
From a discographic point of view there’s Bandcamp, a platform
used mainly by independent artists, which put out an initiative
called Bandcamp Fridays. It remains active and they forego
collecting their share for every digital and/or physical sale every
first Friday of the month as a way to support artists.
> https://daily.bandcamp.com/features/bandcamp-fridays-2021

There were various initiatives brought forth on a municipal and
regional level. One of these is called Viralissima and was put in
place by the region – Emilia Romagna. Another initiative consists
of funds allocated by the city of Bologna as a means of supporting
artistic productions. Panico Concerti participated with Baumhaus
and won together with Laura Agnusdei.

Apart from these two projects, various Italian artists promoted
funds meant for the musical sector: Cesvi, Scena Unita, La
Musica Che Gira, Promoter Indipendenti Uniti.
> https://www.cesvi.org/
> https://scenaunita.org/
> https://www.lamusicachegira.it/
> https://www.globalnpo.org/XX/Unknown/113944757165441/
PIU---Promoter-Indipendenti-Uniti
Unfortunately, there was no tutelage and support at the
governmental level for workers of the entertainment industry.

How has the world of music booking reinvented itself as we
look back at a year since the beginning of the pandemic?
What are the future prospects?
Of course this all depends on the evolution of the pandemic. The
only solution is streaming – currently the only formula which the
Italian government considers as safe – until it becomes possible to
do concerts safely and securely.
It has been possible to reinvent the method of music booking.
Just look at Europe: in Denmark they set up drive-in concerts
with the artists on stage and the audience in their cars; in Spain,
in order to address Primavera Sound, a mask and social
distancing-free concert was organized in order to probe the
trend of infection. Everyone was tested before and after in
addition to being monitored for fifteen days. The process turned
out to be lengthy and cumbersome, but totally doable and
efficient.

In the US, on the other hand, a band from Oklahoma City called
the Flaming Lips experimented with a new type of secure
concert – a so-called concert in bubbles. All those presents,
singer included, experienced the first concert with everyone
inside of big plastic bubbles.
As far as Italy goes, a rather practical solution was thought up.
Technicians and staff provided their abilities to create structures
where vaccinations are conducted – these structures were
designed and built in large part by teams from the music industry.

❖ MAP THE CITY

A CASE STUDY BY REMODEL MCR
"We are a creative collective, together we want to help Remodel
the way that culture in Manchester is seen and accessed, in the
hope that young people feel they can be creative in their city"
RemodelMCR is an autonomous creative collective formed
through our involvement in PARTISPACE and SAPASS. Remodel
MCR are a newly formed collective made up of creatives, artists
and cultural workers, youth and community advocates.
RemodelMCR are aiming to remodel the way that culture in
Manchester is experienced and accessed by illuminating the power
of creativity and opening up access for young people to be seen
and heard.
RemodelMCR’s first project has been funded by ESRI Seed Corn
funding MMU. We are co-producing an interactive cultural guide
of Manchester, in the hope that it gives young people the tools to
explore their city in a new way.
Here is the results of a Remodel process:
Every Thursday and Friday throughout the month we will be
posting 2 pictures along with a quote from a member of the
collective. Asking the question “What is Remodel to you?”
Each picture featured in this film has been picked by a member of
the collective as a picture that sums up Remodel to them!

Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3KpiaePTsUw&t=89s

❖ YOUTH EMPOWERMENT BY RESET
Most of the youth, NGOs and companies have struggled a lot
during the COVID 19 pandemic. Even our Youth Mobility
Project - ComeON was significantly impacted by the travel
restrictions around the world. The general feelings of uncertainty
and unpredictability, combined with the monopoly of COVID
related news, have left serious scars in most people’s minds.
Nevertheless, in these difficult times, there are some examples of
good case practices: people and organizations that were flexible
enough to find solutions and fight for their own and their fellows’
wellbeing. Since RESET’s mission is to EMPOWER people, we
decided to run several events at a local level, until we are able to
resume the international mobilities.
Good practices of active citizenship, youth empowerment
and cultural management: online conferences open to the
public
a. Focus on companies
Scope: we invited 9 speakers from different companies that
adapted or completely transformed their activities in order to
respond to the new realities during the pandemic.
For COME:ON young participants, this was an opportunity to
get useful insights on entrepreneurship and business challenges, as
well as a better understanding of the format and elements of an
online conference.

b. Focus on individuals
Scope: we invited 6 speakers who went out of their comfort zone
and started remarkable social, cultural, artistic, or civic initiatives
during the pandemic. The COME:ON young participants were
directly involved in the organization of the event, with the
support of RESET youth workers.
c. Focus on NGOs
Scope: we invited 5 NGOs to share good case practices that can
be applied in times of crises in order to support their communities
and especially the most vulnerable people. The COME:ON young
participants were 100% autonomous in organizing the event,
from finding speakers, to promoting the event and managing a
small budget.
Supporting activities for COME:ON young participants
a. Project management & digital marketing workshop
Scope: the purpose of this workshop was to give our young
participants some essential skills in order to organize and promote
the online conferences that they were in charge of.
b. Integration Project management & digital marketing
workshop ame
Scope: participants learn about themselves and their peers by
playing an innovative board game that creates the context of a
safe space for players and invites them to share and reflect on life
experiences, emotions, goals, etc. This allowed us to reinforce the
cohesion of the core team, while developing the emotional
intelligence of its members.

